FAQ - Paramedic Recruitment

1. How many sessions are there for Paramedic recruitment?

Paramedic recruitments are done twice a year (January and July intake)

2. Where is the training center for Paramedic?

Training for Paramedic is done either in Ministry of Health Training center or Private Colleges that are recognized by the government.

3. How long is the training for Paramedic?

Training for Paramedic consists of Certificate for 2 ½ years and Diploma level for 3 years.

4. I am an In-Service Officer. Can I apply for Paramedic Training?

An In-Service officer is allowed to apply for the training. Application can be done online through Jobs Application for Public Service Form (SPA8i) by declaring the status of In-Service officer. Age on the date of application must not exceed 38 years old.